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About Us
We at Data Feed Guru Infotech LLP, are a group of smart, passionate,
and dedicated professionals with one goal- to produce world-class IT
services by amalgamating innovation and expertise, in just the right
proportions. We are pioneers at providing IT outsourcing services to
our clients across the globe. Since our establishment in 2011, we have
been judiciously catering to our clients, adding value to their
businesses. We encapsulate our business domain knowledge, tech
expertise, and methodology into one, devise and rainstorm ideas, and
strategize solutions to help your businesses become efficient. We
leverage the talent and expertise of our talented remote developers
and cross-disciplinary professionals and help you expand your
business.

Our Mission
Our company aims to provide high-quality web and other software
developmental services. We offer high-quality services at an
affordable rate by just having a reasonable profit for the company.
We maintain integrity, transparency, and end-to- end process hygiene.   .

Our Vision
Our vision is to grow and develop and at the same time help others
grow up as well. We help our clients in achieving their goals. We
have the means to stimulate and shortly share the products of your
organization or business and help you expand.                                           .

Our Core Values
Our brand values honesty, transparency and is committed to doing
what’s best for our customers and our company. We do not tolerate
any kind of politics, agendas that are hidden, or any kind of behavior
which is aggressive. We are open with our services and believe in
sticking to our policies.                                                                                     .

Our Services
Where Passion Blends with Technology !

At Data Feed Guru Infotech, we provide our clients with the
best personalized solutions by combining extensive research,
technology, and diagnostic proficiency to boost their ROI.
Once you hire our gurus, your success is guaranteed.        .

Dedicated Remote Software
Developer Sourcing

Mobile App Development

Web Development & SEO

Digital Marketing

Ecommerce Solutions

Game Development

Businesses these days have every potential to become the
best at their game. If there’s anything stopping them, it has
to be an inadequate investment in technology. Technology
in the 21st century has achieved what you and I wouldn’t
have even imagined 10 years back. An organization with the
most relevant user-oriented approach, offering top-notch
services needs professional tech support to boom organically.
Being able to market and publicize your services so it reaches
a larger audience thus, becomes inevitable. 

This is exactly where we step in and take the lead.

What makes us different from others is our passion for our
job. Our Gurus are experienced, technologically adept, and
are fully capable to offer unmatched services. Our
technological adeptness is multiplied by our proactive team,
always aiming at building long-term relationships with clients.
For more details about our organisation, please go through
our company website:                                         
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140+ REVIEWS ON GOOGLE WITH  5 STAR RATING

ashok sharma sourabh mukherjee

Positive: Professionalism,
Responsiveness, Value

Excellent service as always.

Nitesh Sadaphule

Positive: Professionalism, Quality,
Responsiveness, Value

OUR Expertise

iOS Phython Java Google Flutter Android Node

Angular PHP

Swift My SQL SQL React Native Vue JS

WooCommerce

Mongo

SQL Server

Jenkins

Magneto C#

Azure

DNN Knockout JS

PostgreSQL

DynamoDB



Thank You

Contact Us

+91 81040 86709 info@datafeedguru.com

Xamarin

Doker

WordPress

Kubernetes

Kotlin AWSMariaDB Google Cloud

Coding Simplified“
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